WORD SEARCH

Buddy Burger has to learn a lot of new words while pretending to be a human actor! Some of those words are hiding in the word search below. Can you find and circle all the words on the list?

ALIEN    BUDDY    CAMERA    COSTUME
DIRECTOR    DISGUISE    HOLLYWOOD    ROLE
SCENE    STAGE    SPACESHIP    SUPERSTAR

G O Z J L V N L E W B M A L N
W E E U T E O N O N A R T R K
Z P H K I K E Q R D W S Q P U
A C N L V C V O N E A B G X S
D T A D S U T B B R T I A T L
Z W V M V C O S T U M E L R Q
T H C I E B S P A C E S H I P
O V O R J R U A F H R U S D M
X L I I C D A D J E B P V I K
M D U E L H A E D S B E P S P
R L E W K Y N T D Y J R Q G R
X Q T E T I W P Q A R S K U S
T Y L S M A D O X C Z T W I B
M O H N U Q M A O P E A G S Q
R P S T A G E O W D U R Z E L
WRITE YOUR OWN STORY

In *Alien Superstar*, Buddy Burger is cast on a television show where he plays an alien who is a new student at school. Imagine that an alien is a new student at your school. What would you say to them? What advice would you give them? Write a short scene or story showing what might happen the first time you meet the alien.

---

In the hallway, I saw an alien for the first time. They had big eyes and a nose that looked like a button. I was a little scared, but I tried to act brave. I said, "Hi! My name is [Your Name]. What's your name?"

The alien, who I'll call Zorg, sounded kind of strange when they talked. They introduced themselves. "Hello! I'm Zorg. I'm from another planet."

"What planet is that?" I asked, trying to sound curious.

"Zorg Planet," they replied. "It's a long story, but we've been through a lot."

"I bet!" I said, trying to keep my voice light. "What are you studying?"

Zorg pointed to a piece of paper with some strange symbols on it. "These are our symbols of language. We use them to communicate with other planets."

I was fascinated. I had never seen anything like it before. "Wow," I said, "that's really cool."

"It is," Zorg said, "but it can be hard to learn."

We talked for a while longer, and I learned some basic Zorg words. It was a lot of fun learning about another planet and its culture. I'm excited to see what else Zorg and I can learn together in our time as classmates.
CREATE YOUR STAGE NAME

When he crash-lands in Hollywood, Buddy has to make up a new name to pretend to be a human actor. Some real human actors use different names, too—these are called stage names. Create your own stage name by combining your real first name (or a nickname) with a new last name that matches the first letter of your first name.

Your first name + New last name that matches the first letter of your first name

A. Artichoke  N. Nutmeg
B. Broccoli    O. Okra
C. Couscous    P. Plantain
D. Dumpling    Q. Quince
E. Egg        R. Rutabaga
F. Falafel    S. Squash
G. Grape      T. Tilapia
H. Horseradish U. Ube
I. Icecream   V. Vanilla
J. Juice      W. Watermelon
K. Kale       X. Xanthum
L. Lemon      Y. Yogurt
M. Mango      Z. Zucchini

Now that you have a stage name, practice signing your autograph below.
In *Lights, Camera, Danger*, Buddy and Cassidy attend an event where they each receive a pair of shoes created just for them. What would your custom shoe look like? Color in the shoe below with a design that represents you!
In *Lights, Camera, Danger*, Buddy and Cassidy have an argument that results in hurt feelings. Cassidy thinks Buddy should have been there for her show at the club. Buddy thinks he made the right choice in going out to dinner with the network president. Cassidy feels Buddy wasn’t there for her when she needed him. Find a partner and act out that scene. How does it end? Do you make up and work it out, or not? For additional acting practice, find a partner and create a scene where you and a friend had an argument. You can use the space below to write down your ideas and plan your scene.

ACT IT OUT!
In *Lights, Camera, Danger*, Buddy and Cassidy try to escape from Citizen Cruel by running around the back lot of Universal Studios, where they encounter mechanical dinosaur rides, food stands shaped like ice cream cones, and people walking around in monster costumes. If you could create your own theme park, what would it look like? What rides would it have? What foods would it sell? What would it be called? Draw us a big picture of your own theme park and show us the fun things inside it.